Methylation and repeats in silent and nonsense mutations of p53.
All exonic CG sequences in p53 are methylated; this epigenetic modification is correlated with frequent G:C-->A:T transitions in p53. Recent reports reveal the presence in p53 of non-CG methylation in CC and CCC sequences, complementary to sites of selective guanosine adduct formation (GG and GGG), and the association of genetic instability with methylation at repetitive sequences. We presently investigated the distribution of methylation sites and repetitive elements in silent and nonsense p53 mutations (2051) among the IARC's TP53 somatic mutation database for exons 5-8. Silent mutations are nonrandom, but mostly involve G:C-->A:T transitions (62%); in particular C-->T mutations (39% of all silent mutations) are mostly correlated with CC and CCC sequences, while G-->A mutations with GG sequences. Sequence analysis of all non-G:C-->A:T silent mutations reveals the frequent formation of new methylation sites (CG), new CCC and GGG sequences in the resulting sequence, refinement of symmetry elements at interrupted microsatellite-like sequences and formation of small repeats (55.3%). The G:C-->A:T silent mutations characterize cancers associated with cigarette smoking (e.g. bladder or lung and bronchus cancer versus colorectal cancer); on the contrary, non-G:C-->A:T silent mutations have similar frequencies in most cancers. Nonsense mutations in exons 5-8, all resulting in mutants lacking amino acids 307-393, which are crucial for p53 activity, were also analyzed. The frequency of nonsense mutations is higher at methylated sites or repeats 1-2 nucleotides removed from methylation sites. Frameshift mutations are also more frequent at repeated sequences. The frequent G:C-->A:T silent mutations could indicate that CC and CCC sequences of exons 5-8 are occasionally targets of non-CpG methylation of cytosine. This process of de novo methylation in the presence of microsatellite-like sequences and small repeats might influence the genetic stability of a variety of genes.